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ABSTRACT
A design browser is a tool for exploring the interconnected web of
design objects managed by a CAD database. The browser described

in this paper is the first such tool to present this information
graphicallydirected grajhs are drawn to show the relationships that
exist between objects in the database. Since graphs can become very
large, techniques referred to as rectangularand hourglass pruning
have been developed to reduce the information displayed to a
manageable level. This browser allows designers to visualize the
rich, multidimensional structure of their designs.

1. INTRODUCTION
A design browser is a tool that allows engineers to explore the highlevel structure of their chip designs. When these designs are
managed by a powerful CAD database, a rich, interconnected web of

design objects will exist. It is on this web that a design browser
operates.
Browsers are important in such an environment because they reveal
unobserved, or forgotten structure, enhance design re-usability by
making previously designed components easy to find, and assist in
communication and shared understanding between different members
of a design team.
The composition hierarchy of a design is an example of a high-level
structure that might be browsed. Depending on the sophistication of
the CAD environment other relationships (such those managing version control) may exist between design objects and can also be the
target of a browser.
There is an obvious and tight connection between a design browser
and its underlying data manager. The objects and relationships that a
browser presents must be drawn from this database, and in the case of
the research reported in this paper, the underlying data manager is the
Version Server [Kat87a,Kat87b] currently being developed at UC
Berkeley.
The significance of our browser is that it is the first tool to present the
graph smctures in a design visually, as two-dimensional pictures.
Most CAD data managers provide a mechanism to traverse a graph
node-by-node, and edge-by-edge, but so far no other tool described in
the literature lets an engineer view an entire graph at a time. However, similar pictures have been produced in other fields. Some
hypertext systems display the links between a set of documents
graphically, and many object-oriented programming environments
allow a user to display an object hierarchy as a directed graph.
As CAD data models become richer and more complex, questions
like Where is component A used, and what other components may be
affected if1 make a change to it? become increasingly difficult for
the engineer to answer without a powerful interface to the data
manager. Our browser cannot solve this problem by itself. It does not
model the geomemc, electrical, or behavioral properties of an IC
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design, but its contribution is that it addresses the structural aspects
of the query in a new and powerful way. For the first time, designers
can ‘see’ the relationships between the objects in their design database.
The browser described in this paper is closely coupled to a VLSI
CAD environment, but the idea of graphically representing and manipulating structure is of value in almost any design field. Whenever
there are a large number of objects to be maintained, and it is important that the human designer understands the relationships between
these objects, a graphical browser is the obvious tool.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the Version
Server data model; Section 3 presents the main visual features of the
browser; Section 4 explains how engineers can use the browser to
navigate through the interconnected web of objects in a design database; Section 5 describes graph pruning, our method for dealing with
structures too large to be comfortably displayed as a whole; Section 6
addresses the performance (speed) of the browser; Section 7 summarizes the main implementation issues; and Sections 8 discuss related
work.

2. THEDATA
The Version Server CAD Data Manager[Kat87a] maintains an
‘arms-length’ view of the chip design process. It does not concem
itself with the representation specific data (layout geometry, netlists,
functional descriptions, simulation decks, test vectors, and so on), but
focuses on a small number of structural relationships between
abstract design objects in a particular worhpace .
In the Version Server a workspace is a named collection of design
objects which all share the same protection status. A standardcell
library, for example, would be a workspace with general read-access,
but no write-access. Designers cooperating on a project usually
maintain several workspaces; one for sharable validated design components, and several private workspaces where individuals can keep
partially completed & s i p and have them temporarily inaccessible
to other members of the team.
Figure 1 illustrates the 5 types of relationships that a design object
can participate in. Two of these relationships ( is-u-component-of
and is-composed-of) model the hierarchy of a chip design as a
directed acyclic graph (DAG); another two ( is-an-ancestor-of and is
a descendant of) provide the links needed to maintain each design
object in a tree of versions of the same component, and the 6nal one (
is-equivalenr-to) partitions the space of design objects into
equivalence classes, as determined by the designer or perhaps a tool.
With one exception, these relationships are not 1-1. A design object
can be composed of many other objects, can be a component of many
objects, can be an ancestor of many objects, and be equivalent to
many objects. However, the important resmction in the Version
Server’s data model that an object can only have one immediate
ancestor resmcts version graphs to trees.
It should also be noted that the three sets of relationships (composition, version and equivalence) are orthogonal; version information is
independent of composition information, which is also independent
of equivalences. This leads to a very rich web of interconnection
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Even to display all the objects which bear a particular relationship to
a single given object (say, the tens or hundreds of cells which make
use of a standard YO pad) can prove difficult.
The first of these problems is addressed in the basic design of the
browser, which is described in the next Section, and our solution to
the second problem, graph pruning, is explained in Section 5.
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between the design objects. In effect, each object participates in three
unrelated data structures - a composition DAG, a version tree, and
an equivalence set.
The Version Server gives every object under its control a standard
three component name. ‘ALU.layout.4’, for example, should be read
as version 4 of the layout representation of ALU. In some of the
figures which follow (Figures 4 and 5 ) the browser’s abbreviated
naming scheme has been chosen to compress redundant information.
All design objects in a version tree, for example share the same initial
two components, and these may be dropped from the display with no
loss of information. By similar (but not quite so thorough) reasoning
the names of design objects in composition hierarchies are abbreviated to just their first component, and those participating in
equivalence relationships to only their second component.
The high-level structures maintained by the Version Server allow
designers to answer queries like:
Where did I m e the multiplier I designed last week? (A composition query.)
Show me the basic multiplier I modifid when I designed the
new one last week? (A version query.)
Do we have a schematic corresponding to the new multiplier,
and if so where? (An equivalence query.)
Does the behavioral description of the multiplier that I wrote
last month still correspond to my current implementation? (An

equivalence query, relying on the change propagation features
of the Version Server [Kat87b].)
Does our netlkt model for the multiplier have the same
hierarchical structure as the layout, and if not where do they
difler? (A query involving both equivalence and composition.)
A browser that attempts to answer queries like these graphically is

faced with two immediate problems. The 6rst is that the number of
relationships that any given object participates in can be large. For
example, a low-level component in a chip design, say the layout of a
multiplexor, may participate in tens of is-a-component-of relations,
and several each of is-composed-of, is-an-ancestor-of and isequivalent-to relations. The challenge is to display this information
about the particular design object, without the result becoming a tangled mess.
The second problem confronting a browser is that the raw number of
objects can be very large. A composition hierarchy may contain hundreds or even thousands of objects, and so any attempt at showing the
entire structure, even for a single relationship type,is quite infeasible.
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3. THE VISUAL DESIGN OF THE BROWSER
The browser presents its data as directed graphs drawn on the screen
of a Sun workstation running the Sunview window system[Sun861.
Component hierarchies are displayed in exactly the way engineers
usually think of them; as DAGs where the nodes are components and
the edges signify containment. Version trees are drawn as trees, and
an equivalence set is displayed as a group of named objects in a window.
Multiple windows are used to simplify the presentation, as shown in
Figure 2. These windows are typed and synchronous. Each is restricted to showing relationships of just a single type, and each
displays relationships involving exactly the same design object.
The collection of windows displayed in Figure 2 is referred to as a
context-group. The windows are always focused on the same design
object in the same workspace. As the engineer navigates through the
structure (in a manner described in the next section), all the windows
in a context-group update themselves together. In general they will
be displaying different information, but it will always be information
about the same design object.
Sometimes it is desirable to be browsing in more than one contextgroup at a time. This can be very helpful if the engineer is trying to
compare two versions of a composition hierarchy. New contextgroups are created by selecting the appropriate command button in
the control panel of any existing context-group.
4. NAVIGATION IN THE BROWSER
Since the main goal of our browser is to let engineers ‘explore’ their
design data easily, powerful mechanisms for navigating through the
multi-dimensional graph are essential. The task of specifying the
next object in context must be simple and fast.
One general way to specify a design object is to provide its name. A
type-in field in the control panel of each context-group exists for this
purpose. When the user types in the name of a design object in the
current workspace all windows associated with this context-group
immediately update themselves. Depending on their type, they
display composition DAGs, version trees, or equivalence sets centered on the new object in context.
This interface is general, because any object in the workspace can be
specified by its name, but it fails to take advantage of locality. When
an engineer is browsing the structure of a chip design there is a high
probability that the next interesting design object will bear some
relation to the last one. For example, after studying the version tree
associated with the schematics of a component, a possible next step
might be to turn to the version tree of some equivalent representation
of the component, say its behavioral description, and compare the
two. In this case,the relationship between the two successive objects
in context would be is-equivalent-to.
To exploit this observation a second navigation mechanism was
added to the browser: any design object in any window can be
selected with the mouse, and immediately becomes the new object in
context. Windows that already contain the new object simply change
their highlighting, and all others destroy their graphs and rebuild new
ones centered on the selected object.
The mechanism, which we
call local stepping, is simple, fast and obvious. If you are curious
about any object you can see, simply press the mouse button over that
object, and it becomes the object in context.
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Figure 2. An actual screen Image of a browser context-group. The control panel In the top-lefl window allows the designer to specify the particular workspace to be
browsed, and to type In the name d a design o b j d to be InVedgated. The lozcngtshnped buttons In the conhol panel are for creating new windows. The three leftmost buttons create the other windows shown la thb 6gm,whk the ‘New Context’ button creates M entlrely new bmaslng environment, usually dlsplnslng a dlfferent obJect, and potentldly accessing a different workspace. Edges In the directed .fycUc graphs are dbplayed ss slmple lIne segments. The dinetlondlfy of the
edges is ImpUclt by the relatlve pltlons In the alndow d the ObJectS belag connected-nll edges polat down-bill. Each of the graphical w h d m shows Information
about the same hlghUghted obJect, the obJect In mateart. The compltlon window shows It In relntlon to other objece In 11s composltlon DAG, the verslw window
shows bow It k related to other versions of the same real-world Object, and tbe equlvnkna wlndoa shows the other objects that have been deemed equivalent to It.

Figure 3. The composltlon blerarchy of the SPUR WU86I Cache Controller chlp. Thls graph contains 267 nodes and 431 edges. Unpruned, It Is almost usekss to a
designer.

5. PRUNING THE GRAPHS
Unlike Figure 2, real composition hierarchies often contain hundreds of design objects. To be of use to a designer involved in a
medium or large chip design project, a browser must be able to
cope with hierarchies of this size. (In theory, version trees and
equivalence sets could also become very large, but in practise this
does not happen. Typically there are a handful of versions of any
particular component, and a similar number of equivalent representations.) Figure 3 shows the entire composition DAG of a large chip
design currently being undertaken at UC Berkeley. It is clear that,
as it stands, this is not a particularly useful presentation of the structure.

5.1. Standard Approaches
The problem of having too much graphical information to fit comfortably on the screen is not unique to browsers. Layout and
schematic editors, for example, have always been faced with this
problem, and it is instructive to examine the standard solutions
before explaining why a new approach is needed for a graph-based
browser.
There are two mechanisms commonly found in graphical editors to
reduce the amount of data on the Screen to a manageable level;
zooming and panning. Unfortunately, neither of these mechanisms

can be used in any significant way in the browser.
Figure 3 shows the result of a simplistic zoom-out operation on a
large graph. Little useful information remains in this picture. More
sophisticated mom-out strategies are not obvious- since a composition DAG has no hierarchy of its own (it represents a hierarchy,
but is in itself a flat data structure) it is not clear how parts of the
graph could be collapsed together in any meaningful way.
Some graph browsers (for example the IS1 Grapher mob87]), offer
the ability to mom-in on a graph like Figure 3, and pan the window
to bring the object in context to its center at a reasonable scale. In
our domain, the result of such a saaightfonvard operation would
generally be quite unacceptable. Closely related design objects
may, or may not, be included in the rectangular window; totally
unrelated (and at present, uninteresting) objects may consume
much of the space; and stray edges connecting nodes completely
outside the window may cut distractingly across the display. This
is not surprising, for the layout algorithm attempts to optimally
display the entire graph, not just the particular subgraph of interest
at the moment.
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Flgure 4. A rectangularly pruned subgraph of the eomposltlon DAG shown In Figure 3. The object In context & ‘globsd_eoatrol’ and the width, height and y-posltlon
parameters are respectively 4,4, and approrlmately 10. These values are conh.dled dtnrtly by the user vla the andog conhol bars In the top left hand m e r of the
window. The obllque symbols hefore and after some of the object names are called p n h g m a h , and Inform the user that obJects d k t l y related to the object on
whkh they appear have heen pruned away. Upward pointlag marks Imply that at klst one ancestor Is mlslng, and downward poIntlng marks imply mlsslng descendants. The drslgn object ‘registers', for eXUUpk. has pruned MeeStorS because d the values d the helght and y-position parameters and pruned descendants due to
the value of the wldth parameter.

5.2. A Novel Approach
If the goal is to show only part of a composition hierarchy, then
clearly that part should be selected first, and on& that part layed
out as a graph in the window. This will avoid all the problems of
extraneous nodes and edges interfering with the display. The subgraph chosen should obviously include the object in context, but
just which other nodes and edges should also be displayed is not so
clear. We refer to the process of choosing such a subgraph as pruning the graph.
The goal of pruning is to select a small enough set of objects
‘closely related’ to the object in context, so that they can be clearly
displayed in the available space. Ideally, we would like to choose
those objects which are most relevant to the engineer’s understanding of the object in context. but this is not a simple matter.
The two algorithms described below, rectangular pruning, and
hourglass pruning, differ only in their determination of what
‘closely related’ means. Neither captures the concept completely,
but we feel that they are an obvious place to start and the selections
they make are useful. We are still exploring other pruning strategies.
The basic mechanism involved in both pruning strategies is
bounded, breadth-first search, starting at the new object in context.
In a composition hierarchy this search proceeds both forward along
is-composed-of edges, and backwards along is-a-component-of
edges.

The rationale behind rectangular pruning is that as many as possible
of the closest nodes should be included, with preference going to
the direct ancestors, and direct descendants of the object in context.
In this algorithm the ‘closest’ nodes are exactly those that are the
fewest number of edge traversals away from the object in context.
The preferential treatment of direct relatives follows automatically
from the order properties of breadth-first search. The first nodes
encountered at any level will always be the direct descendants or
ancestors of the starting node.

53. Rectangular pruning

5.5. User Interface to Pruning
Users can control the results of pruning in three distinct ways.
Firstly, bey can use a pop-up menu to choose the style of pruning
(currently, rectangular or hourglass). Secondly, they use analog
control panels to determine upper bounds to the number of objects
returned by the pruner, and the overall shape of the pruned graph.
Finally, they can use the standard window system operations to
change the size and shape of a window, so that the pruned graph fits
comfortably in the window. Since window sizes can be adjusted at
any time, the standard procedure is to see what the pruned graph
looks like, and adjust the size and shape of the window to suit it.

Every node encountered in the traversal of a directed graph can be
assigned a level number. The starting point is assigned level 0, its
immediate successors level 1, their immediate successors level 2,
and so on. Immediate predecessors of the starting node (those
reached by a backwards edge traversal) are assigned to level - 1, and
so on.
Rectangular pruning takes the candidate nodes in the order in which
they are provided by the breadth-first search, and selects a rectangle
of nodes from this levelized graph. It is controlled by duee parameters: width, height, and y-position. Width is the maximum
number of objects that should be displayed in any one level, height
is an upper bound on the number of levels to consider, and yposition is the level in the rectangle at which the object in context
should appear. A high y-position means that the object in context
will appear near the top of the rectangle, and so few of its predecessors but many of its successors should be displayed; low y-positions
correspondingly emphasize predecessors over successors. Figure 4
illustrates rectangular pruning.
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5.4. Hourglass Pruning
Hourglass pruning is similar to rectangular pruning, but it
specifically excludes any object from consideration that is not a
direct ancestor or descendent of the object in context.
The only object at level 0 will be the object in context, but adjacent
levels can fill up to the maximum allowed width with parents and
children of the object in context. The pruned graphs may thus
assume an hourglass shape, with the waist of the hourglass at level

0.
Often in chip design it is important to know all the components,
and subcomponents of a design object, or perhaps all the higher
level objects which include the given object as a component. Hourglass pruning exactly captures this set, and does not attempt to
display any object not meeting one of these criteria. Figure 5 contrasts rectangular and hourglass pruning.

Flgure 5. A mmparlson between rectangular and hourglass prunlag. In both cases the parameters 4,4,1/3 were used for width, helght and y-poeitlon, but the hourglass algorithm Includes many fewer objects ‘Slhllngs’ of the object In context, such as ‘sk-dlrty’ and ‘shc-req’ have been removed, .6 have ‘umrles’ such as
‘seangad-smaU-ceU’
Only dlrect pacestors and descendants rem&. Thls Qure a b Ulustrrtesthe fact that sanctlmes even the object In mntext may have to be
pruned. In thls example ‘pcc-req’ has more than 4 descendants,and M m e of them cannot he displayed wlthout Increasingthe wMth parameter.

.

6. PERFORMANCE OF THE BROWSER
The critical performance measurement for a highly interactive tool
such as the browser is response time. To support free-ranging
exploration through the web of design objects it is essential that the
basic operation of changing context (initiated either by naming the
new object in context, or pointing to it) should complete within a
small number of seconds. If this were not the case, users might be
hesitant to explore the ‘what-if scenarios that the browser was
intended to address.
The design goal for performance was that, under normal circumstances, context changes should take no more than two seconds
from the moment the mouse button is released to the moment the
last window in the context-group completes its update. This goal
has been met.
‘Normal circumstances’ are as follows: execution on a Sun 3 / 1 4
workstation; three windows per context-group; and no more than a
total of 50 design objects to re-position on the screen as a result of
this operation. The context-group in Figure 2, for example, contains roughly 25 design objects in three graphs. It takes less than a
second to build, layout and display all three of these graphs.
Searches through large workspaces are not inherently slower than
through small ones. As long as pruning is employed so that the
number of objects to be displayed is bounded by a small constant,
context changes will occur swiftly. The context change which produced the composition window in Figure 4, for example, also took
less than a second to compute.
Windows attempting to display very large unpruned graphs, however, do take substantial time to update themselves. The 267 node
graph in Figure 3 took 32 seconds to compute on a Sun 3 / 1 4 We
feel that this is acceptable given that such large displays, in which
the object names must be omiaed, are much less useful to the
designer than the small, fast, pruned subgraphs.
7. IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE BROWSER
The browser is a C-language program and runs on the U N P
operating system. It makes use of the following three independent
software packages, all of which are linked together with the
browser, and run as a single process.
The Version Server. To a client program, such as the browser, the
Version Server CAD database [Kat87a] is simply a set of Clanguage functions. The Version Server provides functions to find
a given design object by its three-component name, and to locate
the objects that a given object is directly related to. The bounded
breadth-first search, described in Section 5 , consists of a single call
to the first function, followed by repeated calls to the second function, during which the browser builds up its own data structure to
represent the subgraph to be displayed.

Sungrab. The Sungrab Graph Layout Package [Row871 is another
set of C-language routines. It reads (or is passed) a specification for

a directed graph, and it attempts to find a two-dimensional layout of
the graph which minimizes the number of edge-crossings. The
‘attractiveness’ of the graphs in Figures 2, 4, and 5 is due completely to the sophisticationof Sungrab.
Sunview. The Sunview Window System [Sun861 is a kernel based
window and graphics manager. It provides interface functions to
m a t e and manipulate windows, render the layed-out graphs onto
the screen, and associate popup menus with windows. In particular, the Panel Package within Sunview provides simple objectoriented support for active items.
The principle of software modularity dictated that the three packages should be as kept as independent as possible. This strategy
had disadvantages as well as advantages. While it simplified understanding of the program as a whole, and reduced implementation
time correspondingly. it led to a potentially troublesome proliferation of data structures. Each design object displayed in a window,
for example, is modeled by four independent data smctures: one
maintained by the browser itself, one used internally by the Version
Server, one used by Sungrab in laying out the graph, and the panel
item used by Sunview to represent the object in the window. These
data smctures each hold different information about the design
object, but consistency between them must still be maintained.

8. RELATED WORK
No research reported in the commonly available literature addresses
the problem of graphically browsing CAD data. The browser
described in this paper belongs to the synthesis of the two fields of
CAD database querying, and general graphical browsing. This section discusses both areas.
8.1. Querying a CAD Database
Queries to a CAD database are often more complex to specify and
implement, than queries to a general purpose database. This is the
because the underlying structure supported by CAD databases is
generally richer than the common relational model.
Full support for component hierarchies, for example, implies that a
query mechanism involving graph traversals should be provided.
The current browser is particularly simplistic in this regard. Almost
the only query that a user can make amounts to return the set (or a

pruned subset) of the design objects which, by transitivity, bear a
particular relationship to the object in context. Other query processors, such as the one in development at Computer Corporation of

America [Ros87] are much more sophisticated in this regard. An
example of a query in this system might be determine the power
dissipation of component X . This query implies a traversal through
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all the components of X, a computation done at each node, and a
cumulative summation maintained throughout.
h n i n g can be an important part of these queries. For example, a
query such as return all components larger than IO00 square
microns should rraverse the graph examining component sizes, and
prune away all subgraphs rooted at a design object smaller than the
given size.
Languages to express such complex queries are generally textual,
but interface improvements originating in general purpose query
systems have been successfully applied. G-WHIZ [Hei85], for
example, provides a forms-based, QBE-style interface to a CAD
database.
Certain interfaces. such as the one provided by Attache for the Oct
[Har86] data manager, stress the activity of local browsing, rather
than global queries. In Attache, as with the current browser, there
is always an object in context, and all displayed information relates
to it in some way. Unlike our browser, however, the only information on the screen is that which directly describes the object in context. This can present difficulties in navigation, because unless the
next ‘interesting’object is directly related to the current one, it will
not be present on the screen to select, and cannot be specified simply by clicking a mouse button.

82. General Graphical Browsers
Whenever data is modeled as a collection of objects and relationships, there is the potential for browsing it graphically.
This potential has been well exploited in the field of objectariented
programming environments, such as Xerox’s InterlispD [She83].
In InterlispD, which runs on Xerox’s bitmapped workstations, the
object type hierarchy can be graphically browsed as a directed acyclic graph. Types are represented by nodes in the graph, and the
IS-A relationships by edges. Object graphs run left to right, rather
than top to bot” as in the current browser. General pruning is not
supported, but any type object can be mated as the root of the DAG
for the purposes of browsing. This limits the displayed graph to the
selected type and its subtypes.
Hypertext systems [Con871 are another domain in which graphical
browsing is used successfully. Both Neptune D l 8 6 1 and Intermedia [Gar861 provide browsers for graphs consisting of the hypertext documents and the links that connect them. In hypertext systems the usual semantics associated with clicking the mouse button
over a node is to open an editing window for the corresponding
document. Currently reported hypertext browsers do not perform
dynamic pruning, but Intermedia has a proposed static mechanism
that addresses the same problem. Each link is assigned to one or
more webs when it is created, and the user can choose to examine
just the objects linked in to a particular web.
Software development environments have also made use of graphical browsers. In the Pecan Program Development System [Rei851
trees and control flow graphs are browsed graphically. Users can examine these graphs statically, or watch an
animated simulation of the executing program - nodes in the flow
control graph highlight themselves as the corresponding statement
in the program is executed. Large graphs OCCUT often in this system, but pruning is not employed. Window scrolling is used to
examine these large graphs closely.
Finally, there are application-independent graph browsers, such as
GRAB* Bow871 and the IS1 Grapher [Rob87]. GRAB reads in a
specification of nodes and edges from a file, lays out the entire
graph using a sophisticated algorithm that reduces the number of
edge crossings, and displays the graph in a scrollable window. It is
easy to interface other UNIX tools to GRAB, so that the effect of
GRAB was developed at UC Berkeley by Larry Rowe and his students.
and its graph layout code was borrowed for the browser described in this
paper. We acknowledge a signiseantdebt
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clicking the mouse button over a node in the graph is to stiut the
tool (often a text editor) on some corresponding file.
9.

SUMMARY

This work has demonstrated that it is both feasible and worthwhile
to graphically browse the contents of a CAD database. Designers
can quickly and easily navigate through the rich web of design
objects to answer simple structural queries. The different relationship in which an object participates are displayed as different
graphs, and when any one graph becomes too large to usefully
display in a window, dynamic pruning algorithms strip away parts
of it which do not directly relate the object currently under investigation.
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